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Abstract
We show that complex packet synchronisation may be avoided in optical packet switched networks. Detailed traffic analysis demonstrates that packet loss ratios of $10^{-3}$ are feasible under bursty traffic conditions for a high capacity network consisting of asynchronously operated add-drop switch nodes with buffers having only $-12$ fibre delay lines.

Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the implementation of IP over optical WDM networks [1]. In consistence with this trend, optical packet switching seeks to combine packet switching with WDM techniques to yield a future proof optical platform for IP packet transmission. This solution is advantageous due to the high switching granularity and flexibility that optical packet switching offers.

When designing an optical packet switched network it is desirable to implement as many of the necessary functionalities as possible in the optical domain to ease the handling of large bandwidths. Unfortunately, the schemes proposed to perform optical packet synchronisation are, as yet, very complicated [2,3]. For that reason, it is of great interest to evaluate the traffic performance of optical WDM networks when the switch nodes are operated asynchronously (i.e., without synchronising the input packet stream to the node timing reference).

Previously, it has been shown that asynchronous packet switch operation is feasible with good traffic performance under the assumption of random traffic distribution [4]. In order to assess the feasibility of the asynchronous scheme it is, however, also necessary to:

(i.) Evaluate the overall traffic performance of the optical network.
(ii.) Assess the implications of different service types to the overall traffic performance. The assumption of random traffic distribution is inadequate, for example, in the case of IP/multimedia traffic, which is widely represented through a bursty traffic model [5].

In this paper we take the above points into account for the first time by evaluating the traffic performance of a network consisting of optical add-drop packet switch blocks using a bursty traffic model. We show that the increased network packet loss, that asynchronous operation of the switch blocks leads to, can be countered by using wavelength converters for contention resolution, thereby attaining a very good traffic performance. In this way, complex packet synchronisation units that degrade the signal quality are avoided.

IP over optical packet switched network
The expansion of the Internet is expected to increase the demand for capacity not only in the core network, but also in metropolitan area networks (MANs). Figure 1 shows a MAN architecture for the transport of IP traffic over a packet switched network. The network consists of interconnected add-drop packet switch nodes, where the add-drop ports are used to route traffic between the optical MAN and the underlying access network. In order to perform this, each add-inlet is connected to interworking units (IWUs) that generate optical packets by encapsulation of IP packets from the access network in the optical payload and perform proper header insertion. Equivalently, the drop-outlets are connected to IWUs that extract the IP packets from the optical packets before they are dropped to the access network. The optical packet switches are interconnected by network fibres, each carrying N wavelength channels, $\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_N$.

Fig. 1: Optical packet switched MAN architecture for transport of IP packets.
An example of an optical add-drop packet switch block is shown in figure 2. It consists of $M$ network in- and outlets, $N_{add}$ add-inlets and drop-outlets with an electrical buffer. Each of the network fibres carries $N$ wavelength channels. Tuneable wavelength converters are used to address free space in the optical buffers each consisting of $N_{PDH}$ fibre delay lines.

Fig. 2: Optical add-drop packet switch node with $M$ network in- and outlets and $N_{add}$ add-inlets. Each network in- and outlet carries $N$ wavelength channels.

This paper deals with the traffic performance of an add-drop network with asynchronously operated switch nodes, i.e. without packet alignment at the switch inlets. Asynchronous operation of the packet switch in figure 2 is possible because none of the included optical parts are inherently synchronous. The tuneable wavelength converters can be controlled with a variable offset to an internal clock, as can any active optical components (e.g., gates) within the space switch. Buffering by the fibre delay lines and the remaining multiplexers, splitters and waveguides are passive, thereby eliminating the need for complex optical packet synchronisation. Instead each packet will be tagged in time relative to a local clock by the electrical switch management. In this way, gates and converters can be controlled through a look-up table to accommodate the asynchronous operation.

Traffic simulation model

The traffic performance of an add-drop network is investigated using a general WDM Shufflenetwork with 32 add-drop switch nodes. The network consists of two columns with 16 4x4 nodes ($M=4$) in each (see [6] for further details on topology). The cylindrical connectivity pattern of the Shufflenetwork provides the capability of alternate routing in response to congestion and network failures [7] and ensures a small number of hops (switches) between the transmitting and receiving nodes, thus attaining a good traffic performance. Routing is performed by selecting the shortest path between source and destination node. If more than one path exists with an equal number of hops, a routing algorithm that minimises congestion is employed.

A computer simulation model has been developed to assess the traffic performance of the network when no packet alignment is performed. Packets are generated at the add-inlets, each inlet being modelled as a bursty traffic source. Furthermore, the electrical drop buffer is sufficiently large to ensure that the packet loss is not dominant. Placement of packets in the optical buffers is controlled to exploit the buffer capacity optimally. It is noted that the buffering and routing algorithm can violate packet sequence integrity because packets belonging to the same burst can be directed along different paths through the network. This can, however, be corrected at the interface to the access network, i.e. by the IWUs.

Results

Essential aspects concerning the performance of an asynchronously operated packet switched network under bursty traffic conditions are illustrated in figure 3. The figure shows the packet loss ratio (PLR) for a 32-node Shufflenetwork as a function of the number of fibre delay lines when the load offered per add-inlet is 0.8 and the mean burst length is 4. This relatively low level of burstiness is chosen because traffic shaping at the border between the packet switched layer and access layer reduces the burst length. Furthermore, the number of add-inlets to each node is equal to the number of wavelengths per network fibre ($N_{add}=N$). Only packet loss values down to $10^{-6}$ are shown, ensuring a reasonable computing time. Compared to synchronous switch operation, a significant increase in the PLR is observed for the asynchronous scheme because of a less efficient exploitation of buffer capacity. Employing 2 wavelengths per network fibre is, however, sufficient to compensate for this, while the total load offered by the two add-inlets is increased to 2x0.8. This improvement occurs because the use of WDM for contention resolution increases the flexibility of the delay line buffers. As seen in the figure, employing 4 wavelength channels per fibre lowers the packet loss significantly. Extrapolation predicts that a PLR of $10^{-10}$ is obtainable.

Fig. 3: Packet loss ratio for a 32-node Shufflenetwork with a load of 0.8 per add-inlet as a function of the number of fibre delay lines for both synchronous and asynchronous operation. The mean burst length is 4.
if the number of fibre delay lines is increased to -12, while over 50 fibre delay lines are necessary in the synchronous case employing only one wavelength. This indicates that the requirement for commercial ATM networks of a PLR of $-10^{-10}$ at a load of 0.8 is possible for asynchronous switch operation using a realistic number of fibre delay lines.

When employing a bursty traffic model to represent IP-multimedia traffic, the specific service type affects the mean burst length. Therefore, it is relevant to investigate the effect of burst length on PLR. As indicated in figure 3, employing 4 wavelengths per fibre leads to a significant reduction in the packet loss ratio when the burst length is relatively low (i.e., 4). However, the use of WDM is also highly advantageous for larger values of mean burst length, as illustrated in figure 4. The offered load per add-inlet is 0.8 and 8 fibre delay lines are assumed. It is observed that the mean burst length influences the PLR. However, the use of WDM significantly reduces the packet loss ratio. Employing 4 wavelengths per channel, as opposed to 2 per channel, results in a PLR that is reduced by two orders of magnitude almost independent of burst length.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we have assessed the feasibility and performance of an optical add-drop network using asynchronously operated packet switches under bursty traffic conditions. An increase in packet loss ratio is observed for the asynchronous scheme compared to the synchronous case, which is, however, counteracted by the introduction of WDM. The requirement for commercial ATM networks of a PLR of $-10^{-10}$ at a load of 0.8 is satisfied using 4 wavelength channels per fibre and -12 fibre delay lines, while over 50 are necessary in the synchronous case using one wavelength. Furthermore, it is indicated that asynchronous packet switching is feasible even under highly bursty traffic conditions through the use of WDM for contention resolution. Thus, optical networks operated asynchronously are rendered highly competitive by eliminating the need for complex optical packet synchronisation.
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